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The Forgotten Timepiece Film Concept Pitch 

Introduction 
Given the recent popularity of  Underground, 12 Years a 

Slave, Django Unchained, Birth of a Nation and The Butler, 

the subject matter of the slavery narrative is back open for 

exploration and I think will appeal to both lovers of history 

and lovers of time travel stories and science fiction.  Think of 

this story as Roots meets The Notebook and The Time Travelers 

wife and Back to the Future.  This story would be suitable as a 

made for TV mini-series such as Roots or as a Feature Film. 

 

Pitch Link:   

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/randgeslnpjhrel/AAA8_z-TA-

Z0NNgMxq4powNba/Video/the%20forrgotten%20.mov?dl=0 

Quick Synopsis 

SeRina, an adopted, beautiful, rebellious and assumingly white teenager goes on the 

quest to find her biological family after tragedy strikes. On her journey, she is shocked to 

find out her true heritage. After an encounter with her eccentric newly-discovered 

grandmother, she is mysteriously transported from the year 2009 to the antebellum 

South in 1859 where she finds herself chained to an ancestral past that she never knew. 

There she runs into familiar faces from home, but she is remembered by no one. In 2009, 

she had seen but dismissed the struggle of blacks and thought the slavery narratives 

were almost a bit comical and over exaggerated with their rehearsed agony.  But to be 

an arm's length away from the horror, to smell the fear and see the sweat dripping from 

his brow, to watch the strong rigid body of a man she had drawn so close to go limp 

from submission, devastated her in ways that she could not explain.   

Torn between times, love survival, conformity, and resistance, SeRina is determined to 

return home, but how? Lodged in 1859 living the life of a slave instead of her life of 

luxury, "Freedom", the once insignificant, simple and presupposed word now held a 

new value in her mind, and she wondered if she would ever taste it again. 

About the Author 

Joyce Licorish is the youngest of 7 daughters and mother of 2 beautiful daughters and 1 

rambunctious son.  She recently married film actor Jerome Davis.  She was born and 

raised in the inner-city of Indianapolis, where she was bussed to a primarily white school 

and saw early on the effects of discrimination and racism. 

What happens when you 

mysteriously transport a 

rebellious, entitled, racially 

biased and presumably “white” 

all-American girl from 2009 

back in time where she is forced 

to live out the life of a slave in 

the antebellum South? 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/randgeslnpjhrel/AAA8_z-TA-Z0NNgMxq4powNba/Video/the%20forrgotten%20.mov?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/randgeslnpjhrel/AAA8_z-TA-Z0NNgMxq4powNba/Video/the%20forrgotten%20.mov?dl=0
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Joyce, singer, actress, plus model and playwright, takes a turn toward another creative 

vein as the author of THE FORGOTTEN TIMEPIECE.  Best known for her 

direction/production of Oprah Winfrey’s Color Purple Tour, her powerhouse vocal 

abilities and stage acting, she takes a step away from the microphone and stage 

towards the pen to create her debut novel.  Inspired by a dream about a watch left to 

her by her now deceased grandmother Hattie, Joyce takes readers on a journey from 

modern day back to 1859 and follows the journey of a girl trying to discover herself in a 

world she cannot understand. 

An Outline of the Overall Plot, Twists and the Like 

 

• Story opens with SeRina’s biological mother giving her up for adoption and a series of 

flashbacks between her (an African American woman) and her lover (a wealthy 

Italian/Caucasian man) where we see he breaks off their relationship just before being told she is 

expecting a baby. He does this because of his parent’s disapproval of their interracial 

relationship. 

• We next get a glimpse into our lead character SeRina’s world, she has grown up to be a 

racially ambiguous, beautiful, yet selfish, resentful and disobedient teenager.   

• We meet SeRina’s adoptive parents a loving couple who give her instructions before 

departing for a social event.  However, due to SeRina’s blatant resentment and disobedience, 

her adoptive mother perishes in a car accident when they leave the event early to find their 

missing daughter who has gone on a joy ride with her boyfriend in a storm. 

• SeRina returns home after the joy ride but isn’t quite herself, she is achy and delusional.  

She awakes to the news of her adoptive mother’s passing and a ride to the ER with the cops.   

• SeRina becomes withdrawn and even more selfish than before so asks her adoptive 

father for information on locating her biological mother.  While on this quest, SeRina is shocked 

to find out that she is of African American Heritage despite her feelings about African 

American’s.  

• Although SeRina has the information to find her mother, she holds on to it and returns to 

school and her normal life for a while, waiting for the perfect moment.  Her school teacher, an 

African American woman, takes a special interest in SeRina as her grades are slipping and her 

attitude has darkened.  SeRina is given the assignment of tracing her family tree so she decides 

to move forward with finding her biological mother. 

• SeRina goes to the address provided by her father and is shocked to find out her African 

American heritage.  After a few encounters with her eccentric newly-discovered grandmother, 

she is told many stories about her ancestors including her great-grandfather a British Black Man 

who was a watchmaker that came to the US to sale his goods and was captured into slavery.  

This particular ancestor had passed down a special watch which is given to SeRina and which 
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mysteriously transports her from the year 2009 to the antebellum South in 1859 where she is 

forced to live the life of a mulatto slave girl on a tobacco plantation. 

• When she first arrives a runaway slave by the name of Ivory tries to coerce her to 

continue running away with him and she refuses, but is captured by the menacing overseer 

Albert.  When trying to come to her rescue during a rape attempt by Albert, Ivory is also 

captured and both are returned to the plantation. 

• SeRina is sequestered to the cookhouse where she meets Aunt Tempie, Lillybird and Big 

Sam.  Big Sam, a mentally slow, yet physically robust man befriends her and shows her around 

the plantation.  Aunt Tempie, mistakes SeRina for the return of a long lost relative Alice who 

happens to be SeRina’s ancestor and bears an uncanny resemblance. 

• While on the plantation SeRina runs into familiar faces, but none know who she is, not 

even her lover Christophe’ who in this time goes by the name of Timothy.  However after a series 

of events lands SeRina in the fields, she is beaten within inches of her life and Timothy comes to 

the rescue, sheltering her in the big house while his family is away at a wedding. 

• When Timothy’s family returns, SeRina comes face to face with Alice, the woman she 

had been mistaken for. However Alice has now returned as a ‘white woman’ who has been 

passing and has married a relative of the Massah.  Alice befriends SeRina and tells her how she 

too can escape and pass for white, however in the meantime our main character SeRina has 

started a steamy forbidden love affair with Timothy, the son of the ‘Massah’ so she is now torn 

between pursuing freedom or indulging in this forbidden love affair.   

• SeRina is moved from the cookhouse with Big Sam, and Aunt Tempie to the Big House 

permanently where she meets Millie, an overbearing but beautiful keeper of the house kitchen.  

Millie has a secret which is revealed later in the story. 

• While arranging a secret rendezvous, Timothy gives SeRina his watch to keep track of the 

time and she realizes it is the same as the one that mysteriously transported her to this day and 

time.  She tries everything she can think of to return to 2009 but to no avail.   

• A series of events occur which puts Big Sam in a position to take up for SeRina when she 

is caught red handed with the special watch and when he does this, he is sodomized as an act 

of submission and fights back after which he is killed by the vicious slave master Albert. 

• Distraught about Sam’s passing, SeRina longs to escape. So after being informed by 

Lillybird of an escape plan by the man she first encountered when she first arrived there (Ivory) 

she convinces him to take her along, leaving behind her lover Timothy.  This enrages Timothy and 

he goes after them both bringing them back to the plantation for punishment.  She sees a 

completely different side of Timothy and her love for him fades to fear.   

• SeRina discovers forbidden love is not her ultimate love, and through a series of twists she 

falls in love unexpectedly with Ivory the slave she met when she first arrived. 
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• In the meantime while SeRina and Ivory are away trying to escape, Millie is backed into a 

corner where she admits her secret.  She is expecting a child and the father is Massah 

Abbington. 

• Upon hearing the news there is an unexpected telegram informing the Massah and his 

family that Alice and her new husband will be returning for a visit.  The Massah uses this as his 

opportunity to escape the prying eyes of his wife and goes to pick up Alice and Morris from the 

station. 

• SeRina’s great grandmother Alice who has been passing for white returns to the 

plantation with her husband expecting a child.  Upon arrival with Massah Abbington, they see 

the body of Millie hanging in a tree by the big house… Mrs. Abbington had her hung for being 

pregnant by her husband. 

• More drama unfolds once Alice (SeRina’s great grandmother lookalike) gives birth to her 

child.  Once the child is born it blows the lid off of her secret as the child is born black. 

• In an effort to protect the family name, Mrs. Abbington strikes again when she finds out 

her nephew’s baby is black.  She then gives the vicious overseer Albert the task of disposing of 

the baby and making it appear as an accident.  However, when he takes the child it is too 

much for Alice to bear so she commits suicide.  Albert forces SeRina and Ivory to go to the 

swamp to dispose of the infant and uses the forgotten timepiece to time them to do the task 

with a gun drawn on them.  However, the tables turn and he is killed by Grandpa George.   

• Ivory and SeRina are now forced to run away with the baby so make a speedy escape 

taking the forgotten timepiece with them on their journey. 

• Now that SeRina has found herself on this journey and accepted who she is and the love 

that she has for this black man, she is mysteriously transported back to modern day. 

• When SeRina arrives in 2009 she is in a hospital bed, coming out of a coma.  The 

accident that occurred at the beginning of the story that appeared to take her adoptive 

mother’s life was really an accident with SeRina and her boyfriend during their joyride in the 

storm. 

• When she awakes, everything that seemed to be real was not.  She discovers a new 

unselfish love for herself, and thus uncovering the mystery of the ‘Forgotten Timepiece’. 

 Final Reveal/Twists: 

• Her grandmother Hattie had been there all along telling her the stories of her ancestors 

as she was in her coma.  She had been called to come by her adoptive father.  She had 

brought SeRina a gift … the Forgotten Timepiece watch in a hand carved wooden box just like 

the one SeRina’s father had pulled her address from in her dream. 

• Her adoptive mother never died in the car crash, instead, it was her boyfriend Christophe 

who resembled Timothy who betrayed her in the dream sequence that perished. 
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• Her biological mother was Diana, her History Teacher we see this when she and a group 

of students from school come to visit SeRina.  The truth is revealed when upon arrival her history 

teacher spots Grandma Hattie (her mother) in the hospital room with her student and she 

realizes this is the child she gave up for adoption 17 years ago. 

• It is next revealed that SeRina’s biological father and her adoptive father are one and 

the same this comes out when Diana, (the teacher) and he see one another in the hospital 

room.  She reveals she never had a chance to tell him she was expecting and that SeRina is his 

real daughter and that she gave her up for adoption once he broke off their relationship.  He 

reveals that he and his wife adopted her at 4 years old when they discovered his wife was 

infertile.  Thus revealing the irony and lack of self-acceptance yet again due to Mr. Salvatore’s 

rejection of the union with a black woman that created his beloved daughter. 

 

• Final moment… on her release from the hospital SeRina accidentally leaves the 

timepiece in the box in her hospital room.  The orderly cleaning the room grabs it and catches 

her on the way out.  When she looks up and sees him, she realizes he is Ivory, the man she fell in 

love with during her dream sequence and her returns to her the forgotten timepiece.  SeRina 

gets a second chance at accepting herself and true love despite its color. 
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Concept Art 
 

Salvatore Estate & Elements from 2009 
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Grandma Hattie’s House and her mysterious room of clocks 
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Abbington Plantation & Elements from 1859 
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Comparable Films Budget & Earnings 

Film Title Budget Earnings Genre/Notes 

Django Unchained $100 Million Total Lifetime Grosses 
Domestic:  $162,805,434    38.3% 

+ Foreign:  $262,562,804    61.7% 

 

= Worldwide:  $425,368,238   

 

Drama/Slavery 
Narrative/Western 

12 Years a Slave $17 Million Total Lifetime Grosses 
Domestic:  $56,671,993    30.2% 

+ Foreign:  $131,061,209    69.8% 

 

= Worldwide:  $187,733,202 
  

 

 

Drama/Slavery 
Narrative/Adventure 

http://www.boxofficemojo.com/movies/?page=intl&id=djangounchained.htm
http://www.boxofficemojo.com/movies/?page=intl&id=twelveyearsaslave.htm
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The Butler $30 Million Total Lifetime Grosses 
Domestic:  $116,632,095    66.0% 

+ Foreign:  $59,966,813    34.0% 

 

= Worldwide:  $176,598,908   

 

Drama/Flashbacks which 
included slavery like narrative. 

War Room 3 Million Total Lifetime Grosses 
Domestic:  $67,790,117    100.0% 

+ Foreign:  n/a    0.0% 

 

= Worldwide:  $67,790,117   

 

Christian / African American 
Focused (Same leading lady) 

Time Travelers Wife 39 Million Total Lifetime Grosses 
Domestic:  $63,414,846    62.6% 

+ Foreign:  $37,929,566    37.4% 

 

= Worldwide:  $101,344,412   

 

Sci-Fi/Drama/Time 
Travel/Romantic 

Back to the Future 19 Million Total Lifetime Grosses 
Domestic:  $210,609,762    55.3% 

+ Foreign:  $170,500,000    44.7% 

 

= Worldwide:  $381,109,762 
  

 

 

Sci-Fi/Drama/Time 
Travel/Adventure 

http://www.boxofficemojo.com/movies/?page=intl&id=butler.htm
http://www.boxofficemojo.com/movies/?page=intl&id=warroom2015.htm
http://www.boxofficemojo.com/movies/?page=intl&id=timetravelerswife.htm
http://www.boxofficemojo.com/movies/?page=intl&id=backtothefuture.htm
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Age of Adaline 25 Million Total Lifetime Grosses 
Domestic:  $42,629,776    64.9% 

+ Foreign:  $23,033,500    35.1% 

 

= Worldwide:  $65,663,276 
 
 

 

Time Travel/Romantic 

 

  

http://www.boxofficemojo.com/movies/?page=intl&id=ageofadaline.htm
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Potential Cast  

Character Name: SeRina Salvatore (Four Potential Choices Below) 

Character Description:  SeRina, an adopted, beautiful, rebellious and assumingly white teenager adopted at 

the age of 4.  She is thrown back in time from 2009 to 1959 and is the main character. 

Zendeya Coleman Sarah Hyland Shay Mitchell Brittany O’Grady 

Character Name: Mr. & Mrs. Salvatore (Two Potential Choices Below) 

Character Description:  SeRina’s Italian Parents Mr. Geoffrey Salvatore a loving father and 

physician, Mrs. Salvatore’ a homemaker and an outspoken, materialistic, strict but loving mother. 

Katherine Cooper Clive Owen Laura Leighton Raol Bova 
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Character Name: Grandma Hattie (2 Potentials) 

Character Description:  SeRina’s black biological 

grandmother in modern day scenes, quirky, 

mysterious and comical. 

Cicely Tyson 
Alfre Woodard Octavia Spencer 

Karen 
Ambercrombie 

Character Name: Aunt Tempie (2 Potentials) 

Character Description:  SeRina’s black biological 

great, great Aunt in 1859 time dream sequence 

scenes. 

Character Name: Timothy/Christophe’ 

Character Description:  SeRina’s boyfriend in 

2009 who also is her love interest under a 

different name in 1859 and the son of Massah. 

Character Name: Grandpa George 

Character Description:  SeRina’s great, great 

grandfather from England, the watchmaker who 

creates the Forgotten Timepiece. 

Dennis Haysbert Delroy Lindo Zac Efron Luke Bracey 
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Character Name: Massah Abbington & Mrs. Abbington 

Character Description:  The Massah and his wife who own 

the Abbington Plantation.  Mr. Abbington is a fairly 

reasonable Massah who has a soft spot for a pretty 

mullatto.  His wife is a vicious pretentious woman who 

prides herself on impressing the word of God on the 

savage Negroes and punishing them severely for their 

transgressions. 

 

Ashley Judd 
Michaela Licorish Ric Reitz 

Character Name:  Big Sam/LillyBird 

Character Description:  Big Sam & LillyBird are siblings 

and are the children of Aunt Tempie in 1859.  Lillybird is 

wide-eyed nosey and the tattle tale on the plantation.  Her 

big brother, a product of incest is big strong on the outside 

and a soft tender and loving but mentally retarded slave, 

he befriends SeRina and shows her around the plantation.  

 

Atkins Estimond 

Character:  Pastor Edwards. 

Underground RR Helper 

Character Name:  Ivory 

Runaway slave that 

steals SeRina’s Heart. 

Jerome Davis 

Character:  Diana. 

SeRina’s Biological Mother 

(Daughter of Grandma Hattie) 

Joyce Licorish Lance Gross Eva Pigford 

Character Name:  Millie 

Head Housekeeper who has 

an affair with the Massah 
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Vanessa Marano Rob Mello Amanda Seyfried 

Character: Briana/Eliza 

SeRina’s Best friend in 2009 

who doubles as Timothy’s 

evil sister Eliza in 1859. 

Character: Michaela/Leslye 

SeRina’s friend in 2009 who 

doubles as Timothy’s betroved 

Leslye in 1859. 

Character: Albert 

The evil and conniving Slave 

overseer on the Abbington 

Plantation. 

Character: The Methodist 

Conductor on the Underground 

Railroad that leads SeRina and 

Ivory to freedom. 

Character: The Methodist’s Wife 

The wife of the Conductor on the 

Underground Railroad that helps to 

lead SeRina and Ivory to freedom. 

Lou Ann LaFortune Robert Aberdeen 


